
Spiritual Disciplines of Joy
Philippians 4:4-8 ^

Last month, many of us watched the Olympics. There, some of the best athletes in the entire
world came together to compete in summer games. These included swimming, diving, horses,
team competitions, wrestling, weightlifling, shooting, boating, track & field and a favorite of
my wife's - gymnastics. It didn't matter how talented a person naturally is, every participant in
the Summer Olympics had to go through training. They had to subject their lives to discipline.
No athlete can succeed at this level without discipline!

Sometimes when we hear the word "discipline*', we think of punishment for doing wrong. This
is a form of "corrective discipline" but it is not the primary discipline we are to engage in in
this lifetime. At its core, discipline is simply "training that corrects, molds, or perfects" some
aspect ofour physical, mental or moral lives, (repeat) That training allows us to do things
better, enjoy life more, and help others in ways we could not otherwise do. Discipline helps us
excel.

Just like there are physical disciplines we can do to help succeed in sports, so there are spiritual
disciplines which help us to grow as Christians. In I Timothy 4:7, God calls us to put
purposeful, human effort into our spiritual growth - "train yourself to be godly". Like an
athlete, these spiritual disciplines do NOT create something that wasn't there before. This effort
simply enhances, channels and cooperates with the wonderful gifts God has given us to advance
Jesus's work in this world and inwardly grow more like Christ. Unlike corrective discipline
which is often done by another, this discipline involves actions we must intentionally take.

We've been doing a mini-series on the book of Philippians ~ one chapter each week. This is a
book full ofjoy even though the writer is in prison and hindered from openly serving Jesus. The
recipients also have faced a great deal of outward opposition. So the joy we are talking about
is not dependent on your circumstances but on your relationship with Jesus. As we come to
our final chapter in Philippians, the section we have chosen focuses on disciplines which lead to
a richer life, stronger spiritual growth and more effective long term witness. I consider these
instructions "spiritual disciplines". They are actions we can take as Christians which unleash
so much more of the marvelous work of the Holy Spirit IN our lives.

PROPOSITION: There are several spiritual disciplines we can put our effort into which help us
experience more of God's joy in our lives regardless of our circumstances.

1. Spiritual discipline of rejoicing Phil 4:4

A. "Rejoice" as a command
READ V 4. "Rejoice"! Rejoicing is one of those positive emotions that we feel when
we are excited about something. We are happy and delighted. But in v 4 we are told to
"rejoice in the Lord ALWAYS." That is impossible in our broken, sin-filled world -
even for those who seem to live privileged lives.
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Here, the word "rejoice" is a command. So, we are not talking about feelings, but
about something you & I can do. Feelings can NOT be commanded. Only actions can
be commanded. "Rejoice in the Lord always" refers to an action we can choose to
do or not do. So I believe this is a spiritual discipline. It is an action that we take
REGULARLY which helps train our character and prepares us for greater spiritual
victory. "Rejoice in the Lord always" ia-awery powerful discipline to practice.

B. Can be done in any situation
READ V 4. Notice the word "always" and the word "again". fVe are to rejoice in the
Lord always. So, not only is "rejoicing" a command and not a feeling, but it is
something that can be done in any situation. Our environment is n^ the key. The keys
are choosing to do it regularly and what we focus on. In a sense, this choosing to
"Rejoice in the Lord always" is an in-your-face defiance of our thankless,
complaining nature that comes out of humans so much. Paul isn't saying "rejoice"
from the comfort of his back porch on a beautiful sunny Vermont day. He is in jail,
hindered from freely sharing the gospel, and he doesn't know if he will live or die!
That is the context for "rejoice in the Lord ALWAYS." There are no exceptions. We
don't just do it when it is easy, but we make ourselves do it at all times.

To get a sense of how powerful this discipline is, picture a person who gets excited to
play the game of soccer. In their excitement they buy a new ball, get some cleats and
find some people to play the game with. If they go by their feelings, then they will go
out and practice or play when they are in the mood. They will have fun but they won't
get much better at it. Now if that same person applied some basic "discipline" then
they might join a league that plays regularly and set aside a time or two between each
game to practice. They are going to practice and play in the games whether they are
"in the mood" or not. Because of the discipline, their abilities are going to increase,
they are going to feel better after and they are usually going to have more fun! That is
what happens in our spiritual disciplines. Discipline involves regular training because
of choices we make.

C. Focus on Jesus and His work

So how does this "rejoicins always "discipline work in our sin-filled broken world

where all of us are going to experience excruciating stresses, interpersonal woes,

/rp ^ /^"overwhelming sicknesses, and death - hardly things that bring rejoicing! READ v 4.
Y  It starts with our focus - instead of our circumstances, we are going to intentionally
(Y ̂1 focus on Jesus Christ - His example; Hjs character; What He has done; What He is

. \.j^^oing; and WhatHejwill_do] "Rejoice in the Lord." There is always something aboutj-^j^^^y^V^Jesus tliarwe~can r^ice inTAt the end of chapter 3, Paul got super excited about the
^  . glorious resurrection body the Lord was going make him. Worth rejoicing in as his

earthly body sat broken and in pain in jail.

Here are a couple of ideas I put in my life to carry out this spiritual discipline of
the Lord -1 just share these to trigger better ones in you!
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•  In regular prayer times, I pray thanks and adoration BEFORE I pray requests -
and I try to keep them separate! I noticed this is hard for others. In group prayer
times, many Christians can not JUST pray thanks to start, but add a request in
each time. So I just made it a discipline to thank God and then wait a bit to ask
for something.

•  I make a priority of regularly participating in the singing portion of worship.
There is always some praise and thanks in the words of the song set our worship
team leaders choose. I actually get 1 times since I am in all of the first service
and a bunch of the second.

• When I share a problem or frustration in public - like posting on Facebook,
writing to others or in a sermon illustration - I intentionally try to add some
thing that I am thankful for. While I don't always succeed, I intentional try!

D. Joy comes as our emotions follow our focus
Like all discipline, our goal is to practice rejoicing enough in everyday life that it will
become natural when we face the toughest times. And our feelings tend to "catch up"
with our acts of rejoicing after a while bringing even more joy into our lives.

II. Spiritual discipline of submitting worry to prayer Phil 4:6-7
So the first spiritual discipline that helps us with greater long-term joy is the willingness to
regularly practice thanking God for the good we see in His character, creation and actions.
The second spiritual discipline deals with worry. It is the one that has personally helped me
the most.

A. Worry comes naturally and consumes us
READ 6-7. "Dt? not be anxious about anything?'' That is, don't continue worrying
about anything. Again, this is a command and it's not dealing with our feelings.
Worry is a feeling that comes naturally and it consumes us. Anxiety just doesn't let
go! This command is not asking us to become superhuman or super callous and not
have any cares. This is a broken world and we are very finite people - that means we
simply cannot control all that happens around us. So there will always something to be
concerned or worried about. But Jesus calls us to use our effort, our discipline, to give
our anxiety back to Him.

B. ALL worry should be submitted to the Lord
READ V 6a. How much anxiety or worry are we to submit to the Lord? ALL OF IT!
We are not to be anxious about anything! "In every situation" we are to release our
anxiety to God. There are no exceptions here! This is a spiritual discipline God wants
us to do so that we can experience his care, provision and love more do.

C. Pray fervently until the worry breaks
So what are we to do when worry comes into our lives? READ v 6. We are to
overcome inner worry and anxiety by prayer to Jesus.
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•  "Prayer^' is talking about the situation to Jesus - we intentionally talk to God
about our worry producing circumstances - what we are thinking and feeling.

• "Petition" is asking for God's supernatural help in those situations. We are
asking for a specific need.

•  ''Thanksgiving^' is recognizing the good of God and His work. This is NOT
thanks for the situation, nor do we always see any good coming FROM the
stressful situation. This is us taking time to thank God for His blessings in the
midst of the worry producing circumstances.

•  "Requests" are our child-like desires - it is sharing with Jesus what want to
happen. These four words describe the wonderful privilege we have to pray to
Almighty God as a child coming to a loving Father. A young child honestly
shares their desires without seeking to manipulate God or figure out the best
way to say it. Then, in child-like faith, we release the situation to the greater
wisdom, plan and love of God.

If a situation gets bad enough we will all cry out to God for help. That is not what we
are talking about here. Last minute desperate calls for help don't bring this peace that
transcends understanding. That comes as we start to practice submitting our worries to
prayer as a spiritual discipline and trusting Him with the answers. Practice this in the
everyday stresses and we become stronger at "casting all our cares on Jesus because
He cares for us." Very few people can excel at the moment, without practice before.

This is encouraging us to pray fervently and honestly until the worry breaks. It is
challenging us to practice interrupting the anxiety cycle - instead of keep rolling the
concern endlessly around in our minds, we stop and pour out our hearts to Jesus.
Sometimes I need to do that outloud where no one can hear me - or on my knees.

So let's say that you become aware of financial problems at your work and there are
rumors of layoffs. Anxiety and worry is going to naturally arise ... Are you going to
be let go? ... How will you pay the bills? ... How will you have health coverage? ,,.
Will you lose your house or apartment? That anxiety won't let go of your heart
because you tell yourself "don't worry about it", self-medicate or try to entertain it
out of yourself. Anxiety doesn't let go and it steals our joy.

D. Joy comes from God's peace that replaces the worry
That is why we need to practice this discipline of giving our worries to the Lord
through prayer and thanksgiving. The joy that comes from God's peace then guards
our heart so it isn't in constant turmoil. READ v 6-7.

III. Spiritual discipline of focusing on noble praiseworthy thoughts Phil 4:8
The first spiritual discipline that helps us with greater long-term joy is the willingness to
regularly practice "thanking God for the good" we see in His character, creation and
actions. Rejoice in the Lord always! The second spiritual discipline that helps us with
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greater long-term joy is fervently praying about our worries when anxiety starts to grip our
hearts. The third spiritual discipline that helps us with greater long-term joy is focusing on a
wholesome thought life to counteract the regular bombardment of trashy & tempting
thoughts. While I try to do this one, I haven't found as many intentional actions I do here
outside of limiting the garbage going in. You can tell that in the sub-points in your outline
that are less than finished! So this week I'd love to hear any specific discipline actions
you've implemented in this area.

A. We are daily bombarded with junk & garbage thoughts in life
READ V 8. Every day we are bombarded with impure junk. Just in the news, on TV
shows, in movies, and the internet - there is an incredible amount of immorality, sin
shown as good, violence and an intolerance of the truths of the Bible. In addition our
sinhil nature is constantly calling us to sinful pride and selfishness. Add to this the
temptations we regularly face and we are bombarded with mental and moral
contamination. As we said in the early days of computers, "Garbage in, garbage
out." This mental and moral contamination sucks the joy of God out of our life.

B. We can intentionally have a wholesome thought life
Interestingly, God doesn't call us to go hide away from the world around us to
overcome this problem - instead Jesus calls us to intentionally put our effort into
developing a wholesome thought life. READ v 8. We counter the garbage thoughts by
intentionally thinking about excellent and praiseworthy things. If you think you can
avoid the mental and moral contamination of our world by creating a Christian sub
culture, consider the lessons of the desert monks of the 4^^ and 5^^ centuries. They still
struggled with lustful thoughts even though they had not seen a woman or a picture of
a woman for over 25 years. Hiding won't protect your mind - that's why God calls us
to put intentional effort into wholesome thinking. READ v 8.
• True things are those things that are in-line with fact and reality. They are the

opposite of false, dishonest and unreliable things. So it is helpful to subject
people's statements to the truth of the Word of God - but then dwell on the
Bible truth instead of our frustration with their false perceptions.

• Noble refers to what is dignified and worthy of respect. 1 recently got excited
and shared the story of some police who help out someone who had jus^^
publicly trashed their profession days earlier. That's noble. -

• Right refers to that which conforms to God's standards. So if we are watching a
movie that makes sex between unmarried people look good or loving, rather
than follow the emotions of the music - we remind ourselves of what is right.
The real consequence of pre-martial sex leads to partners who stop trying to
connect deeper in other ways, greater chance of break-up, a huge number of
sexually transmitted diseases and a lower chance they'll end up with lasting
love. But then go on to picture the good that comes from following the truth.

• Pure refers to what is wholesome, not mixed with moral impurity. So we steer
away from off-colored jokes or passing on the crude and rude.
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Lovely speaks of that which promotes peace rather than conflict.
Admirable focuses on what is positive and constructive rather than negative
and destructive.

The key here is not to try to academically, precisely define the parameters of each of
these 6 objects of thought. That is difficult Biblically since several of these words are
only used here in the New Testament. And Paul himself summarizes these virtues by
just two words at the end of the verse: '^excellent'' and ̂ ''praiseworthy'\ "If anything
is excellent or praiseworthy - think about such things". This simply is a wonderful
call for us to make intentional efforts to think about virtuous things that are happening
around us. We want to cultivate a wholesome thought life in the midst of a cesspool of
life. That doesn't come naturally. Our focus tends to be on the negative, the allure of
temptation or in excusing our sin.

So when you start to obsess about how bad culture is getting — we've already seen we
should pour out our concerns in prayer to Jesus. Now we are being encouraged to^^fi^
look around and intentionally think about people or situations which excellent or
praiseworthy - what is true, noble, right, pure, lovely and admirable. We want to pour
goodjnput into our lives through Bible reading, Christian fellowship, and inspirational
tTiovie^ We want to enjoy the special things of God's creation. We want to laugh with
clean comedy and cartoons. While I've taken intentional efforts to limit the garbage
coming into my mind through boundaries about what and how much I watch - and
while I've taken intentional efforts to pour more good input into my life, especially
through the Bible — I would love to have additional ideas on how to intentionally
increase thinking about positive wholesome things. So let me know your habits.

C. Wholesome thinking invites more of God's joy
One thing I do is that this kind of wholesome thinking unleashes more of God's
joy into the life of a dedicated Christian. It's like when we sit on a mountain top or on
a sandy beach at sunset. Just looking at the natural beauty around brings a peace and
joy into our hearts. We are seeing the good in God's creation. We are focusing on that
which is excellent and praiseworthy. vViC

-

There is a joy that comes from God as we see the good He has placed in the world. It
is unfair that Paul is imprisoned and hindered from spreading the gospel -Instead of
focusing on the injustice, he chose to focus on the Christians who were getting bolder
and spreading the gospel faster (chapter 1). Instead of grumbling about the pain of
imprisonment, he pictures the reward that is awaiting him in heaven (chapter 2).
Rather than claiming his rights and recognition for what he has done, Paul desires the
noble path of suffering for Jesus (chapter 3). In place of worrying about not having
enough food and clothing, Paul is excited about the love and care behind the gifts that
just came to him in prison (chapter 4). This wholesome thinking is a discipline we can
do and it unleashes more of God's joy and peace in even the toughest situations.
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